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Resistance Opens

Retarded Children

Special Teaching
Topic of Speech
By Rice Tonight
Dr. Don M. Rice, assistant professor of guidance and special
education at UNM, will speak to
the Albuquerque Council for E'xceptional Children at 8 p.m. Monday, Oct. lli' in the Kiva,
Dr. Rice will speak OP "Education of the Neurologically Handicappeli."
At the same monthly meeting,
a student council for exceptional
children will be formed. All UNM
and high school students who
have an interest in working with
exceptional children are invited
to attend. Exceptional children include those who are mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,
and neurologically impaired.
The student council will coordinate summer work opportunities for high school and college
students in assisting exceptional
children.

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65e-4 tim .. , $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to .Room 15~, Student Publication• Building, -or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

HELP WANTED
WANTED: Reliable man to run dishwasher at CHA.R·BROIL STEAK
liOUSE, .Mon.-Fri. 9 :30 a.m.-2 p.m.
$1.25 per hour plus meals. Permanent
job, begin immediately. Ken Harden
256-7020 or come by 5515 ('.entral Ave.
NE just above San Mateo. 10/12 thru
10/20.
ROOM & BOAIUI
THE COLLEGE INN still hall some ae•
commodations availabl~. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service. color TV., swimming pool, laundry faeilltlea, private
parking, walking distance to CBtDpus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services. all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open untU 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-11588.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE : S!lvertone Amp with :foot
switch-very good
condition,
cost
• $179.00--aaorllice $100.00. Also Hulfy 3
speed bike-excellent $26.00. TeL 2773123. 10/6, 9, li, 12.
1957 CHEVROLET 2 dr, 8 cylinder automatic $365.00. Call 268-4742 after 5
p.m.l0/6.

PLAYBOY .Magazine Student Rates now
available. Save $3.25 per year or more.
Call UNM Campus Representative. 247~082. 10/6, ~. 11, 12.
BSA 1965 Model 350 cc. .Metallic Blue &
Chrome finish. In perfect condition.
Call 268-1216 days, 255-8436 after 5.
10/9, 11, 12, 13.
STUDENTS looking !or a car !rom $100
to $2000 any make, for the lowest prices
in town call LANNY CORTNER .2981934 after 3 !30.
TWO TJB TICKETS--ehalr-back seats
near stage; call 4202.
1961 lliGA Roadster, wire wheels, excellent
.:nndition, 116% Columbia SE.
MERCEDES 190 SL, Good condition, low
mileage. 11S'h Columbia SE.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADEL1C POSTERS & BUTTONS. lf we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4G09
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 8022Q.
FLOWER POWER-Buy a mum from
Town Club and see what ~2.25 an da
for :von. 10/11, 12, 18.
FOR .RENT

,.
"

APA.RTM:EN1': Newly tl!lllodelled a: furnished. Ideal for alng)e PeTS<>n. 8 min• ·
Utes from campus by car. $4.5, plus Jee.
trlelty. Phone 344-6410 after 4. p.m.
GREEN CASTLE APA-RTMENTS for
rent. 15th & Central SW. 10/-2 wkll.
CHARMING Adobe-$85. Fireplace and
modem utilities. N.W. Valley location.
Call 344-5792 <>t a«-1266 or 2$6-G057.
.MISCELL~NEOUS

"llATE Application wltb an Eli81'ble
Bachelor" 35 cents, 3 for $1.00. Royal
Enterpr!zes, Box 1602, Banta Fe, N.M.
87501
WANTED:
WANTED: Used weight Jlttlng set, at
least 12G lbs. CaU Steve, 255-9162.

q~
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS

The Largest Selection of
Hallmork Cards .
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and'All Paper Goods
Expert M<lnogromm1ng
Yes We Have Our New

Xmas Albums in For I~67
350 I Lomas N.E, 255-4989

(Continued from page 5)
The men· who make up the
Resistance have concluded that
protests will not end the war and
that they must take direct act-ion
'• .
l '
against the WIU', to confront the
"power centers of the war-makers," as Moeller put it in a recent
article in the Washington Free
Press.
"Individual non- cooperation
with unjust laws, the war, the
draft, and the Selective slavery is
important on a personal level as
well," Moeller says, "To many
silence and 11cquiescence to the
system has become the equivalent
of complicity in crimes against
humanity/'
Many Resistance members have
deferments, but, as they say in
one of their leaflets, "We will redivision and Chi Omega took first in the women's
PI KAPPA ALPHA Fraternity won the
nounce them. We realize that the
division.
Second
and
third
place
in
the
men's
Homecoming trophy for house decorations for
student
deferment, the granting
division went to Phi Gamma Delta and Lambda
the second year in 11- row with their entry entitled
of
conscientious
objector status
Chi Alpha. Alpha Chi Omega won second place
"Fulton's Folly." The display featured several
to
a
select
few,
deferments
for the
in the women's division and third place went to
movable parts with a large steamship moving
clergy
and
divinity
students,
the
Delta Gamma. (Lobo Photo By Pawley.)
ahead of two ASU Sun Devils on a sinking raft.
1-Y
classification,
and
other
faSigma Alpha Epsilon won first place in the men's
vors dispensed by the Selective
Slavery System, are the tools the
war-makers employ to silence,
manipulate, and divide young
men and to prevent the growth of
the generation gap (in England standing and excellent but simple united opposition to conscription
By C. REYNOLDS
in the war."
In the realm of human sensi- of all places!), lifts love from sus- writing and cinematography.
picion
("love
seems
to
be
under
tivities, little things mean a lot.
An arm-wrestling match lost on suspicion these days"), and offers
purpose, a rosebud offered at a a tragi-comic response to the fantime of uncertainty: seemingly tastic hypocrisy of our age which,
insignificant things such as these of course, will not satisfy hardcan demonstrate with subtle core revolutionaries, but which
beauty the importance of human insults contemporary standards to
an extent sufficient to satisfy
relationships.
When directors and actors com• those whose discontentment lies
The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE , • , Featuring
bine to achieve a sensitive movie, on a more mh:ro-cosmic scale.
"PosiTorque". Change from Sti·eet Gearing to
the result is a work of art which Avoids "Demonology"
Trail
Gearing without changing Sprockets or
often goes unrecognized because
And yet, in bridging the genof the absence of the "gimmicks" eration gap, "The Family Way"
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.
demanded by those seeking escape also avoids what has been called
in spectacular, unreal entertain- the "obsession with demonology"
HEW HONDA 90. SCRAMBLER
ment.
in reference to the · "establishHOW IN STOCK!
ment," the older generation, or
Captures Beauty, Humor
"The Family Way" is another whatever one may want to call
on the list of excellent films it.
"The Family Way" (backed by
LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO
which would include, in my mind,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
such productions as "Alfie," "A musical score written by Paul
Man and a Woman," "You're a McCartney) joins the group of
San Pedro N.E.
Ph 268·4508
Big Boy Now," and "Georgy Girl'' new films which need not compete
which deserVe to be recognized with each other; each stands on
as artistic endeavors successfully its own with a backbone of outcapturing the beauty and humor
(and sometimes empty and dispassionate indiffence) of human
relationships in contemporary
urban, Western life.
"The Family Way" is a movie
about sex. And strangely enough,
the film is successful not in spite
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
of this· fact, or even because of
STUDENTS & FACULTY
it, but just because it combines
several elements (sex being one
Louis Vrattos
of the essential ones) to show
Jewelers
how a young man termed a
"loser" by current sexual, ecoExpert on Swiss and
nomic, and social standards is
American Watches
really a "winner.''
Bridges Generation Gap
WATCHES-GIFTS
The Boulting Brothers' producDIAMONDS
tion uses the talents of Hywell
Bennet, John Mills, and Hayley
Mills to present a story of middle-class London which bridges

•

War

•

1n

Viet Nam Called Moral Outrage

By GREG MACALEESE
The war in VietNam is a moral
outrage.
This was the crux of the first
address of the open forums on
the Viet Nam war delivered last
night by Harold Meier, UNM
professor of sociology, to more
than 60 people in Johnson Gym,
Meier, a vociferous critic of
the Viet Nam war, attacked the
United States' policy as "despicable" and questioned the "pragmatic consequences" of the con.
flict.

1'There is a growing uneasiness
that has developed from the escalation of the war," Meier ·said.
"I think that the American public, as well as myself, has lost
confidence in the present administration's ability to conduct the
war.''
In a brief rview of the United
States' involvement in Viet Nam,
from the role of advisors to main
participants in the conflict, Meier
concludeli that the National Liberation Front's resistance was
a "modern military miracle of

0(Jr Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

Sack Race, Others

Variety of Games
To Highlight Fling

IT'S HERE!

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

·ats

GERALD CROY- Sophomore

Concert Hall
And
THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMirtEE
Presents
STAR OF THIN MAN TV SERIES
IN PERSON

PHYLLIS KIRK
AND ALL-BROADWAY CAST IN
ALFRED KNOTT'S

"The College Inn is conveniently located. I used
to have to walk twelve blocks to dCiss; now it
just takes me a couple of minutes. And I can eat
lunch at the Inn without having to rush through
my meal and hurry back to campus. Being close
to campus is real convenient."

SUPER-CHILLER BV THE AUTHOR
OF DIAL M roR MURDER
Admission -Theater Series Subscription ar
Reserved Seats, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

UNM STUDENTS-

'12

PRICE

TONIGHT- OCTOBER 16-8:15 P.M.

303 ASH ST. N.e.

Phone 243·288 1

Activities ranging from a sackrace to a tug-of-war will be featul·ed during Fall Fling, presented
by the Union Program Directorate and the Union Games
A1·ea F1•iday, Oct. 20.
The event will be held at University Stadium at 8:30 p.m. The
entire student body is invited
to attend, either as individuals,
teams or spectators.
Events scheduled this year are
a sack-race and mini-bike race at
3 :30; the three-legged race and
a bubble gum blow at 8:50; a
potato sack race and water ·balloon toss at 4:10; th~ bicycle race
and the greased-pole climb at
4:20; and the tandem bike race
and tug-of-war at 4:40. The affair
will end with a dance in the Union
at 8
.- Individu;ds .or groups wishing
to enter any of the events :may
pick up entry blanks at the Games
desk in the Union. A.II entries
must be in by 10 a.m., Thursday,
Oct. 19.

Supports "All Actions"
Asked whether there was any
true morality in time of war,
Meier replied, "The elementary
self-interest of the South Vietnamese people, especially the
NLF, gives them the moral right
to fight the war."
He was also asked what kind of
p1•oposal he had to end the war.
"I don't have a proposal," -;.Ae
said, "But I support ~ny and aU
actions leading to our removal
from· Viet Nam, including any
internal measures that are used.''
Meie1· was criticized by several
members of the audience for the
"over-amount of sweeping generalizations" that were contained
in his speech and for some of the
"illogical conclusions" that he
made. "':rhese are not generalizations, these are raw facts," he
countered.
Forum Set for Oct. 23
The open forums on the Viet
N am war are sponsored by the
Albuquerque Citizens Acting for
Peace. "They are being held in
the belief th~t the American people can find a logical, workaol'e
alternative out of the present confusion of the Vkt Nam war," a
spokesman said.
Another meeting will be held
Monday, Oct. 23, in Johnson Gym
127 at 8 p.m.

p.m.

GE'ITING ACQUAINTE]) at a luncheon in the
Desert Room of the Union Tuesday are several
students and faculty members. The student-fac·
ulty luncheons arc held several times throughout
the school year and afford students and faeulty

mefubefti'tlll"lfpp()duniiy to exchange ideas and
converse in a leisurely atmosphere. Students are
selected at random and invitOO to have lunch and
generally "get to know each other" on an informal and casual level.

,..~-···

Class Space Available for English 112
Class openings are available for
the second five-week session in
experimental English 112, one of
the new classes offel'ed this semester to freshmen only.
The class has been called "very
successful" by Patrick Lesley, in~
structor in the course which is
entitled "Advanced Reading 112.''
Lesley is a graduate assistant in

the English department.
Offered on Trial
Lesley said the course was offered on a trial basis along with
I.D. 111, "Introduction to Contemporary American Thought."
"English 112 is a more pragmatically oriented elass; emphasising techniques of advanced
:reading rathllr than the issues

which I.D. 111 concentrates on,''
he said.
"Our course is somewhat cornparable to the Evelyn Wood reading program, except that it is free
and that it goes well beyond the
speed reading offered in that pro•
gram," Lesley said.
"We also hope to teach very
broad reading and study skills in
this project/' he said.
Class Is Computerized
Lesley said that English 112 is

Leddy Describes Concern
Jorge Bolet
Over U.S., Latin Relations Renowned Pianist
Will Ploy Tonight

Concern about strained relations between the United States
and Latin America and the danger of Communist-agitated revolution there were described by
Raymond G. Leddy in a speech
Monday night in the Union Theater.
The speech was the first in a
series planned by the Language
Area Center for Latin America.
Leddy's topic was "The Outlook
for U.S. Relations with Latin
America."
"Americans tend to think in
'crisis' tet·ms," Leddy said, "and

Hood Manuscript
Donated to UNM

WAIT UNTIL DARK

19
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'Family Way' 1-lolds Its Own

· listen to KUNM

wouldn't stand 48 hour~ without
the United St~tes' help 111 he said.
"Until the United States attacked
North VietNam without any provocation at all, the North Vietnamese '\\';ere not actively involved," he declared.

truly heroic proportions."
He also questioned the U.S.
military tactics' there. "It has
been proved that the United
States' military forces have
driven over 100,000 South Vietnamese from their home!! and
placed them in security camps,"
he said.
'l'he l'eal reason for the U.S.
involvement in Viet Nam, said
Meier, is not what the administration states it to be. "We are
not in there to uphold national
honm·, or honor our international

therefore L!ltin American problems come fifth in our attention
to the five regions of the world.''
The revolution brewing in Latin America may not be as immediate as an outright war elsewhere, but is just as pressing, he
said.
Leddy feels that the U.S. cannot take a "hands off" policy in
Latin America, as this gets only
negative results.
"Sometimes we must make a
choice between several undesirable actions, but we must take action because the U.S. is a world
power. The me1·e ref1•aining from
action illli>lies U.S. approval," he
said~

"Castro's communism is doing
everything in its powe1• to undermine small, vulnerable governThe ol'iginn1 manuscript and ments, who are only stepping
art work of a MW book by Flora stones to the United States,"
Leddy snid. "The 1·ole of the U.S.
M:. Hood has been presented to in meeting issues there will doUNM.
termine the outcome."
The book, "One Luminaria for
Leddy praised the Alliance for
Antonio,'' is about a Spanish·· Progress for its creation of an
American child in a mythical awareness in Latin American afNorthetn New Mexico town. It fairs, and for its hopeful note :fol'
is the nrllt fiction book to be pub· the futut·e through the common
market.
liahed nbout luminarias.

Jorge Bolet, internationally renowned pianist, will perform tonight at 8:15 at the Concert Hall.
The soloist with the Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra will
play three selections including
Mendelssohn's "Symphony No. 4"
(Italian). He will also perform
"Variations on a Theme of Purcell" by Britten and Tchaikovsky's "Piano Concerto in B-Fiat
Minor.''
The London Times described
Bolet as "a pianist of unquestioned greatness."
Tickets for the performance
are available from the Albuquer·
que Symphony 01•chestra. Prices
range from $1.50 (student$) to
$4 for a single performartce. Season ticlcets are available from $6
(students) to $20.

U.N. Association

The University Association on
the United Nations, which holds
informal discussions on problems
of international l'elations, will
meet Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in
room 250-D of the Union,

being computerized to follow all
entering students to determine
what types of careers. and fields
they enter, and to see whether
the class makes any difference in
students' orientations and academic achievement.
Freshmen interested in join~
ing the class may apply at Bandelier Hall 104. The second ses~
sion begins Tuesday, Oct. 24.
The non-credit class meets for
75 minutes on Tuesday and
Thursday at 2:30. A second section of the class meets on Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30. Stu•
dents attend the class for a fiveweek session only.

Poet Ferlinghetti
To Appear Friday
Poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti
will read his own works Friday,
Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. in room 101 of
the anthropology building.
He is being sponsored by the
English department artd student
government.
Ferlinghetti has written thtee
books of poetry, "Pictures of the
Gone :World/' "A Coney Island
of the Mind," and "Starting from
San Francisco," as well as a novel,
"Her."
A leader of the "beat movement" in the fifties, Ferlinghetti
is one of the best-known and most
widely read poets in the United
States. He has traveled widely
giving poetry readings.
He is also the :founder o:f City
Lights in San Francisco, the first
all-paperback bookstore in Amer·
ica, and probably the largest of
the small printe1·s of avant-garde
literature in the West.

Dr. Harold Meier

Med School Plans
Printing of Paper
The planned publication of a ~
monthly Medical School neWt:lpaper was reported yesterday by
Dr. W. S. Curran, assistant dean .
of the Medical School and director of student affairs.
Named The Scope, the newspaper's "main purpose is to improve communication .between
medical students and faculty,"
said the publication's editor, second-year medical student Bob
Lawrence.
Dr. Curran, who is the publi· ·'·
cation's faculty advisor, said
another purpose is to give med·
ical students a chance to criticize
their curriculum and the content
of their courses.
The 'Scope will have general
news of intetest to medical students and monthly feature stories
on medical professors, Lawrence
said.
The newspaper is to be written
informally, will be about five
pages long, artd will be printed
on the Medical School's offset
press.
Lawrence t>lans to have a staff
of 12 ineludiug a photographer.
"A reporter will be irt every class
and lab and everybody is work~
ing for the fun of it/ 1 he said.
In Septembet• a four-page sam•
ple issue of the 'Scope including
advertising was mimeographed
fo1• inspection by medical students. ':rhe sample was called a
success.

.
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Hsu to Conference ·

'Group to Investigate
Baylor Hazing Death
WACO, Texas (CPS) -A student committee and the adminis- .
tration at Baylor University are
investigating the death of a student who had been participating
in an initiation rite held by one
of the univer:;ity's service clubs.
John Everett Clifton, 19, died
early last Tuesday of what the
official autopsy report described
as "aspirational asphixiation."
His death was linked to the ini1ii'Btion procedures of the club he
was pledging, which included
drinking a mixture of five laxatives and garlic, and then doing
ca!isthentics.
Clifton's club, the Baylor
Chamber of Commerce, is one of
several on campus. Some of them
are purely social clubs and othel'S
are service clubs. The Chamber is
the oldest and most prestigious
of the latter and was one of the
clubs cited by Baylor President
Abner McCall as not cooperating
with the university's ban on hazing.
He indicated that the university
plans to enforce the regulations
governing hazing more rigorously
in the future.
Tommy Kennedy, co-editor of
the Baylor Lariat, said the Cham-

ber has a printed sheet setting
forth its hazing procedures,
which has been confiscated by the
Waco police. Kennedy said the
procedures included:
-Consumption of onions, garlic, and salt and pepper sauce and
the smoking of cigars by pledges.
-Oalisthentics, and the running
of several race.s. .
-Singing, and drinking a
toast. Kennedy said the toast was
app!\rl)ntly the laxative an.d garlic mixture.
-Undressing and climbing: under a fence. At this stage, ;J.Ccording to Kennedy, the sheet said
that cattle prods were to be used
on the pledges. Then the pledges
were to continue doing calisthentics.
The Physical Hazing Committee, made up of students, began
its investigation of Clifton's
death Friday. The power to take
disciplinary measures against the
club, however, rests with the administration, which is conducting
its own investigation.
The police will not be involved
in the investigation, said C. C.
Risenhoover, director of news and
information at the university.

Annual Graduate School Prize

Tom L. Popejoy Dissertation Award
Will Honor Notable Doctoral Papers
The Tom L. Popejoy Dissertation Prize for the most distinguished doctoral dissertation written annually at the UNM Graduate School was announced Friday
by Graduate School Dean George
P. Springer.
The prize will consist of a
$1000 award plus guaranteed publication by the UNM Press or
,another :publisher and will rotate annually among doctoral students in the three major academic
divisions.
"The first award, in the arts
and humanities, will be made at
next June's commencement exer-

cises," Dean Springer said.
Selection of the winner will be
made each year by a jury of seven, consisting of four senior faculty members from the appropriate departments, the chairman of
the UNM Press Publications Committee, and two outside readers.
Nominations will be limited to
one per department 6r program
eligible in any one year. To be
considered eligible, a dissertation
must be of general human interest and must be presented in good
literary form. Paintings and musical compositions will not be eligible.

Dr. Y. C. Hl!u, assistant pro.fessor of mechanical engineering
at UNM, will attend the 1967
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers-American Society of
Lubricating Engineers conference
on Oct. 19 in Chicago, Dr. Hsu
will · present a discuasion on a
paper by Dr. V. 0. Mow of New
York University.

COMEDY
SPOT

I

Sandia Grotto
Sandia Grotto will ;meet on Oct.
18 at 7:30 p.m. in room 231 of the

Union. Plans for the trip to Park
Ranch Cave and the Carlsbad
Caverns during the NMEA break
will be discussed.

Service Available
9:30 o.m. to 8:30 p.m.

FUN
RADIO
1150

Personalized Styling
Repair Service
Sun Glasse5

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
liGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NIN

Casey Optical Co.
24hour

247·8219

S1Jn. crn&..

R~NTS TUX~DOS

'

A SPECIAL EMPHASIS on poetry
the fall issue of The
Thunderbird, UNM's. literary magazine. ·
contributions for this
issue were very strong, particularly in poetry," said editor Mary
Alinder, shown above with Thunderbird page proofs. The fall issue
also contains a special section on photography as a fine art at UNM.
Students may pick up a free cop~ of the magazine at the Union cloakroom by presenting their I.D. Non-students will be charged 50c.

Next door to Your Drugstore
4312 Lomas NE
255-6329

House Rejects Bill
The appropriations bill-which
ah·eady has been affected by demands for a reduced budget-is
still being worked over by the
economy-minded Congress. A Congressional conference committee
composed of members of the
House and the Senate recommended last week a $13.27 billion bill
to run the Departments of Labor
and Healtl1, Education, and W elfare. But the House rejected the
recommendation and sent the bill
back to conference for more trimming.
The conferees' original 1·eport
contained only $13.5 million for
the Teacher Corps, far less than
the $33 million requested by
President Johnson.

Applications Due Dec.

The conference committee also new library and information sciallowed no funds. to support the ence schools.
International Education Act. Au- Broadcast Act Tied Up
The Public Broadcasting Act
thorized in 1965, the ;program has
also
is still tied up in Congress.
never been funded, It would pro.
The
bill
provides for the creation
vide grants for graduate proof a new Public Broadcasting
,grams in interiJ\ational studies
Oor;poration, wi~h a $9-mmio:n
and research and improvements authorization of funds for fiscal
in undergraduate curricula in in- 1?68, The corporation would proternational affairs. The Act also VIde grants to support noncomprovides for the establishment of mercial programming on radio
. the National Advisory Committee and television. In addition, the bill
on International Studies. Presi- extends aid for educational teledent Johnson had requsted $36.5 vision construction for five years,
million for the program.
with $10.5 million authorized this
When the House rejected the year. Another section of the bill
compromise bill, it instructed its authorizes $$500,000 for a study
conferees to oppose increases for of the potential of instructional
13 HEW p1•ograms, most of which television and radio.
involve research projects at the
The broadcasting act has been
National Institutes of Health.
pasS!!d by both the House and the
Senate, and a conference comHearings Scheduled
In addition to the appropria- mittee is trying to settle a few
tions bill, Congress is still con- differences in the two versions.
sidering the Higher Education Copyright Laws Studied
Amendments of 1967. Hearings
Hearings have been recessed in
on the bill are scheduled to begin the Senate on the first complete
in the Senate within the next few revision of the copyright laws in
58 years. The House passed the
weeks.
The bill involves a number of copyright revision in April. The
changes in existing higher educa- bill approved by the House extion laws and extends most of empts from copyright limitations
these laws for five years. It ex- certain educational uses such as
tends the National Defense Edu- face-to-face instruction, archival
cation Act of 1958, the Higher reproduction, and educational
Education Act of 1965, and the broadcasting.
The Senate has a-pproved a bill
National Vocational Student Loan
Insurance Act of 1965. The bill which would create a separate edalso increases interest rates for ucation committee in the House,
federal loans to build college fa- but not in the Senate. The bill is
cilities from 3 to 3R per cent and now pending in the House rules
authorizes grants for planning committee.
Three Bills Passed
8, I I
Other bnis not yet passed involve a new Social Science Foundation to promote research and
scholarship in the social sciences.
The bill authorizes $20 million for
the first year. The second bill
makes explicit the National SciExamination, to be given Jan. ence Foundation's authority to
20 aL testing centers throughout support social science and applied
research.
the country, will be required of
In addition to these unpassed
all applicants.
bills, three important bills alDeadline for applications for ready have been passed by Congraduate fellowships is Dec. 8, gress and signed into law.
and for post-doctoral fellowships
The Education Professions DeDec. 11.
velkopment Act, passed in June,
Further information and ap- establishes a program for the
plication forms are available training of education professionfrom the Fellowship Office, Na- als from nursery school teachers
tional Research Council, 2101 to college administrators. The
Constitution Ave. NW, Washing• bill also extended the Teacher
Corps for three years.
ton, D.O. 20418.

Applications are now open for
graduRW and post-doctoral fch
lowships given annually by the
National Science Foundation.
College seniors, graduate students working toward degrees,
post-doctoral students, and others
with equivalent training and ex~
perience may apply. Scientists appointed by the National Research
Council will evaluate all appli·
cants.
Applicants must be U.S. citi~
zens and will be judged solely on
ability. The Graduate Record

.for
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Tickets

Entertainment

Now on·

Committee
Presents.

T"ird and tenttat Oawnto.wn

PHONE 247·1021

Union lulldin1, Unlv.,.lly of New Me1lto

FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-4347

Peter zeros in on "A Whiter Shade
of Pale," "Ding Dong! The Witch Is
Dead," "Up-Up and Away," "Alfie,"
and "Somethin' Stupid/'-and his
beat and sound are right on target.
Peter's also included tunes from hit
Broadway shows and two original
songs in an album that delivers
solid entertainment from the first
note to the closing chord.

•

..

Wednesday, November 8, 8:15 p.m. University Arena

Albuquerquo Sunport

s~

@The.mo;t trusted name in sound

AMERICAN
COMMERCE

/

RCA VICTOR

At least one dictionary define! "psythedelie" as ''a mental stale
of great calm, intensely pleasurable/' In that case ,the ABC Is
psychedelic too. When you have money in the bank, you're likely
to be relaxed, eatm, euphoric. If you .wish. It certainly gives you a
feeling of intense pleasure to be able to writ!! checks, withdrow
savings, and generally know where you stand finaneially, If you
Write less than 25 checks each month, asfc
about thrlftychecfc, the senslbl& way to handle
o small account. Go psychedelic! Use ABC.

BANK of

COAT ond TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $1 0.00

National Science Foundation Grants
Will be Given to Graduate Students

Popular

..

SHE. LIKES TO GO.
FORMAL!

Tickets $3.00, $5.00 & $6.00. Students $2.00, $4.00 & $5.00
Tickets Available at Fine Arts Box Office
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A Sick SocietyDiagnosis and Cure
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-In Hillside, Mich., recently a young man asked
me: "Do you think the federal government will be able to devise some
program that will stop the rioting ·and fighting we have had he
last few summers 1"
The student and his question were typical of millions of Americans
today. They are uneasy, deeply troubled, despite the fact that they
enjoy wealth and other blessings never equaled in any other society;
and they expect the federal government to wave some budgetary or
statutory wand and erase their worries and troubles.

*

*

*

Well, these Americans ought to read and ponder the speech given
a'o the University of North Carolina by John Gardner, Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare.
Gardner articulated what seems to me the utterly plausible thesis
that one of the major afflictions of our society is that people have lost
. a feeling of individual responsibility. Government is big and imper'··sonal, and the average American has no real feeling that he controls
to any degree the destiny of his society.
Gardner gave an eloquent, solemn warning that the light will go
out in the American dream unless we regenerate some sense of responsibility at the level of the individual, and of the local state governments.
"To eradicate poverty, rebuild our central cities, lift our schools to
a new level of quality and accomplish the other formidable tasks before us will require a great surge of citizen dedication," the secretary
said.

*

*

"If we imagine that the federal government alone, or federal, state,
and local governments alone can solve these problems, and that everyone else can stand by and play sidewalk supel'intendent, we arc dccciv•ing ourselves."

As I reflected on Gardner's remarks, I thought of how many presidential commissions and private committees have sprung up recently
to investigate "why" we have had violence in our urban areas.
"It doesn't require the instincts of a reformer or the eye of a muckraker to detect social evils in this land today," Gardner told his
audience. "All it requires is the ability to follow the newspapers, to
scan the data of infant mortality among the poor, or read the crime
statistics, to see the manifold signs of urban disintegration, to observe the bitterness of racial conflict."
So true. Our need, then, is not for a lot of committees to tell us
"why" violence and hatred mark our neighborhoods; we need to motivate people to the sense of responsibility and the spirit of selflessness
required to do something about this social evil.

*

*

*

But we can hardly make a beginning because, as Gardner put it so
succinctly, "This is a day of dissent and divisiveness. Everyone speaks
with unbridled anger in behalf of his point of view or his party or his
.people. More and more, hostility and venom are the hallmarks of any
conversation on the affairs of the nation.''
The secretary really was appealing to Americans to grasp a broader
vision of patriotism:
"We know that many are willing to die for their country," he said.
"We also have to care enough to live for it. Enough to live less comfortably than one might in order to serve it. Enough to work with
patience and fortitude to cure its afflictions. Enough to forego the joys
of hating one another."

*

*

But Gardner himself observed that his was the voice of a -aegment of
society where charity, humanitarianism, justice, and abiding values
count. For the secretary of HEW sees "children being taught, the sick
healed, the aged cared for, the cripped rehabilitated, the talented nurtured and developed, the mentally ill treated •.."
There are some other value-a riding high in America today: power,
money, technology, bigness, success.
Gardner's speech left me wondering whether too many of us have
ll"lutched these latter values to our hearts and forgotten the old "softhearted, sentimental" values of humanitarianism and justice.

by DAVID FOREMAN
There recently has been a good
deal of discussion concerning the
Rev. Martin Luther King. It
seems that he has become a nationally controversial figure be-·
cause of an article on him by
stand on the war in Viet Nam,
and here at UNM last spring because of an artiale on him by
Mike Kunikis.
All this controversy over King's
integrity has, I am sure, come as
quite a shock to most UNM students who probably have felt honored that right here in the United
States a near-deity walks among
us. After all, the Rev. King is a
Nobel Peace Prize winner. To attack him is like attacking motherhood, apple pie, and baseball. Let
us remember, however, that
motherhood may be illegitimate,
applie pie can be made with rotten apples, and one can cheat at
baseball.

* * *

This article will not question
the integrity of the Rev. King,
but will look instead at a man
blessed to be a close associate of
his-one Bayard Rustin.
In 1955, Rustin somehow managed to find employment as King's
"advisor" and "secretary." The
Rev. Martin Luther King is very
impressed with his friend Rustin.
King says he is "a brilliant, efficient, and dedicated organizer and
one of the best and most persuasive interpreters of non-violence.''
Indeed, Rustin was even allowed
to accompany King to Oslo where
we all know King received the
Nobel Prize for Peace.
The Pasadena Police Department also thinks very highly of
Rustin and in 1953, to show their
affection, awarded him arrest record No. 33914 for his ample qualifications as a sexual pervert.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation reports that in 1936, Rustin joined the Young Communist
League while a pupil at New
York City College. Although one
of the league's major purposes
was the recruitment of students
into the Communist party, Rustin reports that he was not allowed 'to join the party. However, the FBI reports that Rustin
was active in the functions of the
Young Communist League during
this period.

* * *

Rustin had a pretty busy
W:WII. He was arrested several
times and spent 26 months in
federal prisons. It seems he opposed our government's effort to
defeat the Fascist regimes of
Germany, Italy, and Japan. That's
strange-communists usually oppose fascism, but Rustin is probably so open-minded that he can
support any totalitarian form of
government.
Rustin has also honored several communist fronts with his illustrious presence. A few of these
are the War Resistors League, the
World Peace Brigade, Liberation
magazine, the Medical Aid to
Cuba Committee, the second General Strike for Peace, the Monroe
Defense Committee, the Greenwich Village Peace Center, and
the American Forum for Socialist
Education.

* * *
Rustin spoke

In 1957
at a program at New York City College.
The other speakers were Joseph
Clark, foreign editor of the Communist Daily Worker, Eric Haas
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The Reverend and Mr. Rustin

of the Socialist Labor Party, and Sixties.'' Rustin does have one
Myra Tanner Weiss of the So- little flaw in his character, however-he is just a little bloodcialist Workers Party.
He was honored in Feb., 195'7, thirsty.
In Sept., 1963, in Richmond,
by being allowed to participate in
Va.,
he urged "that more bloody
the Sixteenth National Convention of the Communist party of Negro suffering should be enthe United States of America. In couraged so that squeamish
1958 Rustin and four other Amer- . northern Negroes would be horicans made a pilgrimage to the rified into line.''
U.S.S.R. as representatives of an
* * *
Did you enjoy the Birmingham
outfit called the Nonviolent Action Committee Against Nuclear church bombing of 1963 in which
four innocent little girls were
Weapons.
blown to kingdom come 1 Did you
*
*
*
On Aug, 29, 1963, Rustin said enjoy the vicious murder of Medthat the only hope for American ger Evers? Do you enjoy the brutal atrocities of the Ku Klux
Negroes was to "go left."
Rustin cuts quite an impressive Klan 1 Do you like to see people
figure in the nonviolent civil suffer, Mr. Rustin 1 For a Nobel
rights movement. With all these Peace Prize winner, the Rev. Marqualifications it would be hard to tin Luther King certainly has
argue about this "Giant of the strange associates.

Letters
Opinions Asked on Newman
Forum
Dar Editor:
In response to the adverse reaction of some members of this community to the Rev. Malcolm
Boyd, I would like to pose a few
questions. Is the purpose of a
forum, including Newman Forum,
the discussion of current questions and problems? If so, isn't
the prevailing turmoil over moral
attitudes of relevance to a forum?
Furthermore, doesn't this university as a supposedly intelligent
and aware institution deserve to
be exposed to relevant controversial issues and those who expound
upon them, regardless of the manner of delivery, such as Rev.
Boyd'!
Closing one's mind to current
problems is totally impractical,
and in an academic society, unforgivable. If Newman Forum is
to continue as a vital force, it
must retain its present policy of
exploration of relevant social, political, and moral issues. This policy is to be reviewed by the Newman Forum Board of Directors on
Friday, Oct. 20. Such a review
can be pertinent; if, however, this
review does not include an examination of the expressed pref~
erences of the student body, then
it is not a review.
If you as an individual student
wish to have the current policy
retained, call the Newman Center,
24'7-1094, or write to Father Goedert, in care of the Newman Center (1815 Las Lomas Rd., NE),
before Friday, Oct. 20. Additionally, a petition will be circulated
on campus advocating the contin·
uance of current Forum P?licy.
Roberta M. Trainor

One-Levei Language
'Proposed
In a recent article in The Lobo
by Gail and Paul Schmidt a reference was made to the analysis
of money by Norman Brown,
along with a description of (or a
plea for) the denial of the value
of money in favor of a greater
value-a communal, shared, onelevel economic experience based
on love. The purpose of this letter is not to deny the value of
the idea but to extend it.
Words, not unlike money, rep-

Lett('..... are wel~"ome, nnd
should be no longer than 260
words typewri~ten, double
spaced. Name, telephone num•
ber and address must be in·
eluded, althollllih niiDie will be
Wltttneld uvou ret.~u~t.

resent value and are a medium of
exchange. You can offer a representation of your value and exchange it for someone else's just
by offering and receiving the
words which represent it. You
produce words and you consume
them.
Some people are more adept
at using words than others and
their blessings (so to speak) multiply. They can spin words out
like a spider spins a web. They
can stun you, spin you around,
and catch you in them. Here,
again like money, words represent
power, and a corruption of this
power can put you on another
level of exchange, where you ca11
practically produce and consume
people.
Since this is true, think what
an expression of love it would be
if all word-users, particularly
rich word users, should undergo
a pre-frontal lobotomy (or something) to promote a one-level,
communal linguistic experience.
Think how valuable this could be
for mutual understanding.
This could be a real operational
(as opposed to a semantic) test
of the capability to love. Unlike
economic experience, w h i c h is
reversible, this w o u 1 d be for
keeps. A"Qd if it is really true that
the dem~:cnds of love preclude the
exercise of judgment, it shouldn't
be any harder to do one than the
other.
Name Withheld by Request

Understands Hippies, Love
Dear Editor:
I found it bracing to read Jess
Price's perceptive, sympathetic,
and reasoned letter (The Lobo,
Oct. 9) on the subject of hippies
and love. He seems to me to have
some understanding of the nature
of both. What's especially wonderful is to find this square caring,
unwilling to be uninvolved, will~
ing to take a definite, positive
stand on his subject without
mindless flapping or snorting. I
suspect him of having character,
both public and private, in addi·
tion to some other interesting
qualities. For admittedly selfish
reasons I hope our paths will
cross one of these days; I'd like
to take him to lunch.
Robert 0. Parks

By PHIL SEMAS
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON - Most students, many faculty members, and
even some administrators have
never heard of the American
Council on Education.
Yet the ACE is the most powerful and influential higher education organization in tht United
States. It is a super-association,
counting among its membership
189 national and regional education associations and 1,261 colleges and universities.
Inftuences Legislation
Most of its power is. wielded by
a staff of 100 people, working out
of a staid-looking building on
Massachusetts Ave. in Washington. Most significant federal legislation about higher education
originates or is influenced by the
ACE staff. And they deal with a
number of other broad problems
of importance to the nation's college administrators.
When ACE holds its national
conference, as it did for. the 50th
time last weekend, it is indeed a
meeting of the American educational establishment. Tall, grayhaired presidents of big universities, pipe-puffing deans, shuffling presidents of small colleges,
and even a good complement of
unus and priests moved about the
spacious halls and numerous
meeting rooms of Washington's
plush Shoreham Hotel, listening
to panels discuss from the university as critic of society to the
university as servant of society,
Yet what was said-either on

the panels or in the corridorswas perhaps less important than
who was saying it and the way
the administrators listened.
It was obvious that the demands for student ·power and
student rights have gotten thru
to the men who run the nation's
colleges. They are aware of students as more than numbers in
an enrollment list, another sourc!l
of funds, and one group involved
in the almost secondary university
function of teaching and learning.
At last year's ACE meeting
there was one student on an entire program that dealt with teachell evaluation and improvement.
Two years ago, when students
themselves were the topic of the
ACE conference, four out of nine
panels lacked a student representative.
Students Participate
But this year there were students or "student-types" on every
panel. And the administrators
cleat•ly enjoyed the whole thing.
They all grinned as Paul
Danish, student body vice ;president at the University of Colorado, skillfully cut them down, telling them they were the cause of
students' troubles, no matter how
·they tried to shift the focus of
student anger to the faculty.
He also cut apart the notion
with which they confort themselves in the face of student upheaval: that student unrest is
caused mostly by "student stress"
and can be solved by more personal attention.
"Student revolts are usually

caused by what is purported to
cause them," he said, "and too
much of what you attribute to
Oedipus and Electra is actually
caused by LBJ and the dean of
men.'' As for more personal attention, Danish opined that he
would rather administrators left
him alone.
Paper "Outrageous"
Only one administrator became
angry at what the students said.
John Millett, chancellor of the
Ohio board of regents, attacked
as "outrageous" a .paper by former University of Michigan student
body president Ed Robinson which
said that the products of American education who now run the
United States are failures. This,
Robinson added, demonstrates the
failure of higher education.
Yet, while increased pressure
from students is apparently making college administrators listen
to them and talk about teaching
and learning as important functions, one had the feeling that the
people at the ACE meeting would
have .prefened to get back to
things closer to their hearts, like
the slowing of the federal flow of
research funds described by ACE
staffer John Morse Wednesday
night or the question of how to
get more money out of the public,
the government, and the alumni,
which Ford Foundation President
McGeorge Bundy discussed in his
closing speech Friday morning.
Facts Were Subtle
That was never stated, but it
came out subtly in several ways:
-Though a panel on teaching
and learning Thursday drew the

Melodrama Brightens 'Dark'
By CHUCK NOLAND
A fantastic plot: a blind woman
trapped in her Greenwich Village
apartment by three thugs; the
crooks are after a musical doll
which her husband was duped into
bringing into the U.S. from Montreal. Why? That's not sawdust
pumping through Raggedy Ann's
veins; it's $50,000 worth of heroin.
So, basically, goes "Wait Until

Calling U
WEDNESDAY-AWS Judicial Board;
Union 250A; G:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union Council Room;
7 p.m.
·
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges; Union 231A;
'l p4m.

N .S.A. ; Union 253; 7 p.m.
Student Senntc; Union 260B..C; 7 p.m.
Sandin Grotto; Union 231C-D; 7:30 p.m.
Student Education Associntion ; Union
231D; 7 :30 p.m.
Modern and Classical Language Department German Film; Union Theater; 8 p.m.
Wednesday Night Dance; Union Ballroom: 8 p.m.
Albuquerue Symphony Orchestra ; Con•
ccrt Hnll; 8 :lG lJ.m. Admission : $4, $3.50,
$2.50, $1.50.
THURSDAY - Danforth Foundation
Visiting Committee Graduate School;
Union 253 ; 8 a.m.
Pecos Basin Study Group ; Union 250AB; 0 a.m.
The Forum; Union S. Dnllrootn; 3 p.m.
Mortar Board: Union 2GOE; 6 p.m.
Spurs : Union 250C: G p.m.
Apown Pledges ; Union 231B; G:30 p.m.
Christinn Science Organization ; Union
231A; 7 p.m.
New Mexico Personnel Association ;
Union 139E·W: 7 p.m.

Dark," new play by Frederick
("Dial M for Murder") Knott,
performed Monday night in the
Concert Hall by the national touring company starring Phyllis
Kirk.
'Rube Goldberg' Plot
'J'hP. story is so complex that if
it had been a machine it would
have been dreamed up by Rube
Goldberg. The play, dubbed a
"melodramatic spine-tingler," is
just that. It was also thoroughly
enjoyable, thanks to fine staging
and excellent acting, which make
the fantastic plot engrossing if
hardly believable. And the final
scenes can compete with the best
for suspense.
Phyllis Kirk as the blind woman was magnificent. Other lesserknown actors who shone were
James Tolkan as Roat, the murderer of a girl involved in the
narcotics ring; Joseph Mascolo as
one of the con men helpin~ Roat
torture the blind woman; and
Gemm'a Dennis as the adventurous neighbor girl who arrives
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body concerned has equal competence to grapple with them or
by trying to conduct these institutions like perpetual debating societies.''
Administrations Lead
He emphasized leadership by
administrators and hardly mentioned students at all in a fivepoint list of "critical problems"
facing higher education, Nor did
he mention the critical role of the
university or making education
relevant to societal problems, two
major problems articulated by
students at the conference, Instead, he talked about "support
and control, educational organization, institutional patterns, educational planning, and administration and leadership.''
When McGeo1•ge Bundy talked
about the "imminent bankruptcy"
and consequent destruction facing
higher education, he added that
administrators will find it hard to
convince people of the crisis they
face because of higher education's
great successes.
The delegates to the ACE conference knew he spoke the truth,
Many will find it hard to believe
that financial and administrative
problems are the key ones facing
higher education today, And students-whose leaders told this
conference that they face an irrelevant system which fails to
meet the crying needs of societywill be among the many.

THE

TIME

O'HENRY'S
~

eavalier
eommeJtfS:

with the police and the blind
woman's husband just in time
to save her.
Virtue Triumphs
The plot, as they say, thickens
-from the, moment the curtain
rises on "Wait Until Dark.''
and blackmail pile up and by the
end of the last act four people
-the bad guys-have been murdered.
•
But virtue triumphs after all
when the blind woman carves up
Roat with a steak knife and finally finishes .J1im with a blow
from her husband's blackout shutter crank.

largest turnout of any of the
three that morning, 90 per cent of
the people were from colleges of
less than 4,000 students, according to a show of hands taken by
Werdell.
-The most significant contribution to the central theme of the
conference, goals for higher education, was probably made by
Yale Professor Kenneth Kenniston. He argued that criticism of
the society ought to join teaching,
research, · and service as one of
the major functions of a university. He said that this meant that
the university should make sure
that its students and faculty
members were free to exercise
their critical roles.
Demonstrations Hard to Explain
Yet few .people were at the
panel that discussed his paper (it
had competed with a session on
who ought to run colleges, in
which students were relegated to
a footnote in the background
paper) and the next morning the
wrap-up :IJanel on priorities was
back to talking about the old
triumverate. That bore out one
of Kenniston's main points:
teaching, research, and service
are pretty easy to explain to
trustees, legislators, and the public but students demonstrating
'
against
the war are not. Thus
administrators prefer to keep that
sort of thing in the background.
Though
he
acknowledged
"that student roles will change,"
ACE President Logan Wilson in
his report to the conference expressed concern over " WI'de~pre~ d
attempts tc. deride author1ty m
all fields" and the idea that problems of higher education can be
solved "by assuming that every-
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Physical Bruises Will Heal,
But Morale Worries Coach

RICH WATTS WILL BE one of the San Jose State Spartans trying
to extend. the Lobo losing streak to five. games Saturday night in San
Jose, Calif. The Spartans are after their first win of the year. They
are now 0-3 and UNM 1-4. Watts is a guard and has been rough on
opposing lines early this season.

Entered In Black Belt Competition

UNM NROTC Coach to Participate
In New Mexico Karate Championship
The New Mexico black belt
k:u·ate championship will be held
this Friday night at 8 p.m. in the
West Mesa high school gymnasium.
Steve Cla.pper, coach of the
UNM Naval ROTC karate team,
will be one of the black belts entered in the competition. The
campus unit works out almost
daily under the watchful eye of
Clapper who specializes in Japanese style karate.
The championship is sponsored
by the West Mesa High Judo culb
and all procedes from the .$1 ad-

By NOOLEY REINHEAlWT
New Mexico Coach Bill Weeks
thinks all of his bruised Lobos
will be healed in time to see action against non-conference rival
San Jose State Satt~rday night,
However, at his weekly press
luncheon Monday Weeks seemed
almost as concerned about mental bruises as he was about the
t·eal ones. "We are going to have
to stabilize ourselves. We've been
falling apart as soon as two or
three things go wrong and we
just can't win that way," he said.
Bookert Decision Today
The head mentor should know
today whether he will have the
services of tailback David Bookcrt for the San .rose contest in
that California city.
:Bookert missed three-quarters
of the game ·last Saturday night
when Arizona defeated UNM
56-23. He has an injured shoulder and his condition could have
a great deal of effect on the outcome of the game, says Weeks.
How fast mental bruises heal
won't be known until the conclusion of the California contest,
but Weeks says the team attitude
is still good and that the Lobos
can win that game.
Balance Attempt Fails
The Lobos have stuck to the air
on offense· all season and wllen
Weeks decided to try to balance
the attack against the Sun Devils
his top runner was knocked out
of the game.
Bookert scored twice in the first
period and put the Lobos ahead
for moments before the visitors
took control of the game and outran the home team.
Weeks still has much confidence
in his team's scoring punch, but
seemed quite disturbed about the
lack of success, that has marked
the defensive unit all season.
"We Let Down"
"We did not play our responsibilities on defense," said Weeks.
"We played the early part of the
game well, but then let down," he
continued.
The
non-existant
rushing
against the Sun Devils was one
of the big factors in the Lobo loss,
Weeks said. "And we just couldn't match their speed. We're faster than we have been for some
years, but we couldn't take care
of them."
He called Arizona State the
best team the Lobos have faced-

mission will go to that organization.
Nearly all of the karate black
belts in the state will be entered
in the annual competition and
each will demonstrate his own
speciality during breaks in the
competition.
Also the U.S. champion, David
Moon of Korea, will be the honored guest at the affair. He will
Pre-Oiympics
demonstrate the kicking techniques that have won him national recognition.
· -The West Mesa· judo team usesthe money to tour ~very summer ·
for additional competition. The
· -~-summer before last they went to
· UNM freshman Ri~kand Bruch,
COORS FLORAL
Mexico and last year· c;overed -the
who
hails from Sweden, was see,:
.
cC?ast of California.
SHOP
. und in the shot put 'in the pre- ·
6.4S) C110rs Blvd. S.W.
Olympic meet in Mexico City that
-·.
What to Do?.
is being held now.
·
242-9940 - 242-9230
Western Michigan ·football
Randy Batson; the world i'ec'"===St::u::de::n::l::p::ri::ce~s::o::n::c::or:;:sa::g::e::s::::::::"::'.~ coach Biii Doolittle didn't apolog- ord · holder from Texas A - M,
___
...;__ ize for Phil Odie's great- showing won the shot with a heave of
1fr55555555:=555:=5!5:=:=;: · (12 receptions for 203 yards and 65' 2%", well shy of his record
. three touchdowns) as Brigham of 70' 7%".
Young topped the Broncos, 44-19,
Bruch and another UNM team• "Many times we played good de- mate from Sweden are entered in
fense, but ther.e's little you can the Mexico City affair which is a
do against the perfect pass and tune-up for the 1968 Olympics to
those great hands," _he bemoaned. be held there.

largely because of their speed,
But he was not impressed with
their quarterbaclc.
"Bad Pass Rushing"
"We did a bad job of pass rush·
ing and we applied no heat on the
quarterback. We made him look
good against us," said Weeks.
About the New Mexico offense
he said, ''With Booke1·t in there
we weren't having any trouble
moving the ball. I didn't figure we
would, but we just can't match a
56-point output. But 23 points
doesn't look too bad on the scoreboard either.''
W eelcs has moved second-string
UNM quarterback Riclc Beitler
in behind llookert in case he cannot play Ol' can't play the entire
game.
Vallez, Henington Praised
Weeks also had praise for
Emilio Vallez and co-captain Rex
Henington for their play in the
At•izona State contest. Vallez is
the second-leading pass receiver
on the team and Henington offered some strong defensive support.
The l1ead coach, now in his
eighth yeat· at the Lobo helm,
said that no one play made the
big difference in the game. Referl'ing to the first interception of
Terry Stone that went for a
touchdown Weeks said, "It's just
one of those things that happens,
Someone hit his m·m and he didn't
get the pass away where he
wanted it."
In an unusual move fo1· midseason the Lobos went to work
Monday afternoon in pads to prepare for the San Jose game. But
the practice session was incomplete without Bookert, fullback
Rick Degulis, and defensive back
Joe Presente at full strength.
Hopes for Win
San Jose is a game that Weeks
would like very much to win. If
the Lobos have an;v chance at all
against the rugged foes left on
the schedule, SJS, 0-3, has to be
the first to bow to New Mexico.
The Californians have a good
quarterback in Panny Holmnn
and Weeks thinks their backfield
speed matches that of Arizona
State. San .Jose has been passing
about 60 per cent of its plays and
pass rush was one of the first orders of business in UNM ~prac
tices this week.
So the key to the San Jose
game appears to be how soonif at all-Bookert returns to prac-
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The Sporting Life
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

tice; and if the Lobos can shake
off four straight losses and play
;heads-up ball for 60 minutes
without letting small mistakes
tear them to pieces.

Lobo Spot·ts Editor

The UNM football team has
obviously been somewhat less than
impressive this season. And needless to say, the Lobos aren't scaring too many opponents.
Head Coach Bill Weeks is the
first to admit the many shortcomings of his squad. Each week he
thinks the team will suddenly explode and play a full four quarters of competent football.
Nobody is more disappointed in
the team-or himself-than is
Weeks. This is the third straight
bad season for Weeks after his
charges won or tied for the Western Athletic Conference football
crown the first three years of
league play.

* * *

Aftet• seven years of watching
a running team-a successful
running team in most cases-the
fans hollered for more exciting
football. In 1967 they got that
with quarterback Terry Stone and
1•eceiver Ace Hendricks. But the
Lobos still can't score 50 points
a game, and the defense has refused to function -properly for
more than moments at a time.
It is also needless to say that
fans, the student body, and the
newsmedia are unhappy with the
showing of W ceks and the Lobos.
In that context writers and commentators have sharpened their
barbs after four straight UNM
losses. The bm·bs are an expected
and proper procedure for n team
that is 1-4.

year ago when the Lobos ended
the season 2-8.

* * *

It is somewhat unusual for
broadcast media to handle such
a story alone. And it is also an
uncommon happening for broadcast sports to deal with anything
that might be controversial or
create bad feelings.
Up until 1967 KOB radio has
had the broadcast rights to Lobo
sports. This year KDEF received
the contract and KOB was publicly and privately indignant and
hostile about losing the contract.
KO:B has not yet forgiven the
University for awarding the contract to KDEF which, by the way,
was the highest bidder by a substantial amount.

* * *

2-Day Visit Planned
By Army Recruiters

I ,

UNM Ski Club

HIGHLY INTERESTING!

LOVEBB. OF GENTLE CONSORTS,
-. , W\.~~" a.~6. C\\.\.\6.""~~,
·.
Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,
·.. :FOND GIANDP!P!S,
_

...

&~·-~~~~~~D-cr ~CL~~mo..mnt~~,
MAIDEN AUNTI ES,
GENEROUS UNCLES,

WHAT?

American Society of lv\echanical Engineers.

WHY?

M.E. Students are interested in current engineering
topics. We want Freshmen ond Sophomore Engineering students to discover the real purpo;;e of engineering.

7:15 October 18, 1967 and every third Wednesday

EXPEGTAIT liEGES,

WHEN?

HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,

WHERE?

Room 102 M.E. building.

.ALL,

TOPICS!

JOB interview tips by CONOCO
Design Symposium
Christmas Dinner

of each month.

.AN:O

LIGHTING
CENTER

Without Distinction

or Age or Sex,

WILL F.IND
TRIPS!

Sandia Corporation
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

LECTURES I

Corporations are interested· in new engineers. They
are eager to send good speakers.

WHO?

for more information Dr. Feldman or any ASME

COMPLETE LINE
OF

PSYCHEDELIC
LIGHTING

Hay R•d
I es

'

. . . . ·-

RANCHE$,

INC.

Special Rate& to
Campus Organizations

UNM Students with ID Cards Will Receive 25% Di.scount on
Horseback Riding Fridays.

1220 Central Av«~nue, S,E,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Telephone 247-0178
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Wyoming quarterback Paul Toscano and Brigham Young University split end Phil Odle are
the back and linemen of the week
respectively in the Western Athletic Conference.
Toscano also won the award
the week that the Cowboys defeated the Air Force Academy.
Wyoming is undefeated this season.
Against league foe Utah last
Saturday Toscano threw two
touchdown passes and scored
another as' the WAC champions
won the game 28-0.
Odie, who holds all pass receiving career marks in the conference, had 11 receptions 'for 124
ya1•ds last Saturday when the
Cougars downed Oregon State 3113. In four games this season he
has c a u g h t 37 passes for 504
yards.
·
New Mexico, after a 56-23 loss
to Arizona State, had no candidates for the awards.

'.'

·~

1150

member.

I

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Ave, llt Richmond
C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)

Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sund(lys 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Open most Holidays

, ,,
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Dial 255-5581

Free Delivery

One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Deparlm<;!nts

This couple is:
C. Attending a college History course
D. None of these

C is correct. The couple in the picture are
students on a field trip in Athens during
the Falll966 semester with World Campus
Afloat-Chapman College.
Ruth Ann Speelman, from Oakland m
northern California, a sophomore from
Foothill College, studying liberal arts, has
transferred credits earned aboard the •
floating campus to her home campus and
bas resumed regular classes. Stan Smith
lives in Glendora, Callfomia, attended the
Roatlng campus while he was a senior
Philosophy major at Chapman's main
··campus. Now he is engaged in graduate
studies in Chapman •
As you read this, more than 500 students,
representing 200 colleges and universities
throughout the country, accompanied by
a distinguished faculty, already ha'lle
embarked from New York for the Fall 1967
semester which wl11 take them to ports in
Europe, Africa and Asia, returning to Los Angeles via Honolulu.
Students are now enrolling for the Spring 1968 semester which will depart
from Los Angeles to -engage in shipboard study supplemented by visits to ports in
Peru, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil, Senegal, Morocco, Spain, Greece, Turkey,
Yugoslavia, Italy, Portugal, The Netherlands and Great Britain, terminating in May
at New York.
To discover bow you can include the Spring semester at sea in your college plans,
complete the coupon below and mail at once.

r -----~----~-~------,
World Campus Afloat' Director of Admissions
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Patronize LOBO Advertisers

Toscano, Odl~
Earn Recognition
ln. league Action

In the middle of football season, particularly a losing season, :Biasthole Mining
the last thing a coach and his
In the blasthole method of minteam needs is the rehashing of ing at International Nickel's unrumors such as the one KOB air- derground operations in Canada,
ed Monday. To say the least it is a single explosion is used to loosen
not conducive to team morale.
more than 60,000 tons of nickelThe Lobo received calls asking copper ore.
whether or not there was any
truth to the rumor. And at this IIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIilllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
1967 CROSS-COUNTRY
moment there is not.
SCHEDULE
For two years The Lobo has
grown accustomed to receiving
Oct. 21, Utah-Arizona at
calls about KO:B. In the past the
Tucson.
question was, "When is that staOct. 27, Colorado Invitationtion going to begin a coherent
al,
at Boulder.
broadcast of the Lobo football
4, ENMU, at AlbuquerNov.
games-a broadcast that is underque.
standable?"
Nov. 11, WAC ChampionAnd, surprisingly enough, with
*
*
"'
ships,
at Laramie.
But there is a point at which KDEF doing the broadcast there
Nov.
23, USTFF Championthings can get out of hand and have been no complaints.
ships,
at
Ft. Collins.
So, perhaps it is time that KOB
the critics become semi-personNov.
27,
NCAA Champional and have no reflection on the crawled out of the bushes and
ship,
at
Laramie.
· subject of losing :football games. · grew up with the :rest of theII I I
I I I I I I I
KOB TV Monday night chose sports world.
to call UNM athletic personnel
and ask about the rumor circulating about Weeks 1·esigning or
being fired before the end of the
season.
It was not true, and that was
enough said as far as the athletic
The United States Army Officer
A. Studying a Greek restaurant menu
department was concerned.
Selection Team will be on the
B. Rehearsing lines for a play
The rumor is not new by any UNM campus Oct. 23 and 24 in
means and probably has no more the Placement Center.
truth at this point than it had a
_.
All senior men are invited to
get facts on how to fulfill their
military obligation and also receive the executive training ofThe UNM Ski Club will meet fered to commissioned officers in
._
on Oct. 19 in the Union Theater the Army.
..,.,...
Qualification tests may be adat 7:30 p.m. with the program
"
including a fashion show of the ministered to any senior who is
latest ski fashions and a movie interested in learning if he is
by Dick Barrymore. The club will qualified for the Officer Candihold a party at the Sandia Peak date School Option Training program.
Lodge on Sunday, Oct. 22.

'
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Players of Week

In

Frosh Puts Shot
Behind Matson's

-------------..,...~-------~------·

e

Chapman College Oronse. california 92666

Name
LAST
Name of Schoo
Campus Address
. City
Permanent Address

Stat

Campus State

Present Status:
FIRS'l'
Freshman 0
Sopbomore 0
Junior
0
Zip-- Senior
0
tel.

Zip~

Graduate

1
1

I

1
1
I

0

City
Stat
M
Interested in:
F0 Falll9- 0 Spring 19- semester at sea.
Ag
SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,reglstered in the
Netherlands, meets International Safety Standards for
. ~.news~ d~veloped_ln 1948._ ,...;.;..-. .IW- _.,
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

UN Gift Shop Asks
Volunteers to Work
Volunteers are needed to help
wait on customers at the United
Nations gift shop in Old Town.
The shop serves as a center of
information for the United Nations and as a film center and
library for UN materials, which
a1·e lent without charge to schools
and civic groups.
Anyone who is interested in
working at the shop at any time
may call 243-4950, The shop is
located at 1919 Old Town Road,
NW.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS
NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1B2B
Childrens' Books
Bargains

B9 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

IT'S HERE!

Fulbright Program

50 Lectureships
Open for '68.169
An oportunity fo1· American
educators to lecture abroad or for
foreign scholars to speak in this
area is offered by the UNM Fulbright adviser.
Gerald Slavin, whose office at
1717 Roma NE, has the latest information on U.S. government
educational exchanges.
He is announcing 50 lectureships still available for 1968-69
at schools in Europe, Asia, Africa,
the Middle East and Latin America. Also available are the names
of 43 senior foreign Fulbright
Scholars presently associated
with schools in this country. They
are available for occasional lectures as are 25 senior Fulbright
scholars.

'

'
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A "MOURNING TEA" for all wives of UNM students and faculty
members whose husbands are buried in their books will be held Sunday, Oct. 22, at 2 p.m. at Fedral Savings and Loan, 423 Qopper Ave.
NW. Norma Manson of Sears will show a fashion film and talk on the
latest. styles. All wives of students and faculty members are invited.
For more information call Susan Perez at 242-8707.

-

~-

Eight: Campus Groups

WANT ADS

File Expe~se Reporl:s

LOST
LOST: Men's black wallet between chemistry bldg. and College Inn. Reward offered. Call 247-2578. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 100% human hair hand tied
falL Very close to blonde. Excellent COD•
dltlon. Make offer. Phone 255-4207 after
5 p.m. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
1960 SUNBEAM .ALPINE roadster. New
top, interior, and paint. Complete engine overhaul, also transmission. Two
new tires, wlre wheels. After 6 p.m.
call 255-8474. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
LOVELY white brick front home. 8 bd.
rm., dining room, 1 baths, den, Near
freeways, 15 min. to Unlv. Many eX•
traa. w/w carpets, drapes, heated overalze 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & back aprinklerll. Listed at FHA
appraisal Owner leaving N. Mex. Call
299·5865. 10/18 contd.

*

HELP WANTED

•

l

WANTED: Reliable man to run dishwaaher at CHAR-BROIL STEAK
HOUSE, Mon.-Fri. 9 :30 a.m.-2 p,m,
$1.25 per hour plus meals. Permanent
iob, begin immediately. Ken Harden
I
256·7020 or come by 5515 Central Ave.
NE just above San Mateo. 10/12 thru
10/20.
:,;, _...:.,,;.;__R_O_O_M_&_B_O_AR_D_ _ __

•

l

·•

:Cy 'WAYNE CIDDIO

Eight of about 30 campus organizations and students government agencies have submitted
line-item budgets of expenditures
for October to the Student Senate Finance Committee, Finance
Committee Chairman Coleman
Travelstead said yesterday.
Campus organizations and student government agencies on the
Associated Students budget are
required to submit a report of expenditures to the Finance Committee on the fifteenth of each
month.
"We were quite upset about it
because it is now Oct. 17 and we
have received reports from only 8
of about 30 organizations and
agencies," Travelstead said.
"Organizations will be notified
again. This will be the third time
we have notified them," he said.
"The Finance Committee is presently working with Attorney
General Ira Robinson to deter•
mine our stand with these organ-

NEW HONDA 90 SCRAMBLER
NOW IN STOCK!

izations. We are consit!el'ing u,e
possibility of issuing an injunction against organizations that
have not complied with the rule,"
Travelstead said.
"Under the present law, we feel
that we can prosecute these organizations, but we are working
on an amendment now that will
give the attorney general full
power of prosecution," he said.
Although the law has been in
effect since late last year, Travelstead said, "This is the first time
we have really tried to enforce

Ph 268·4508

SAT. EVE.• OCT. 21-8:15 P.M.
Admission - Downstairs 3.50, Bale. 2.50
Students - Downstairs 2.50, Bale. 2.00
Bax Office Open 9:00-5:00 Mon. thru Fri.
Tel. 277-3121

Coin Operated - Self Service

SERVICES

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. I! we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples nrtd list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift ShoiJ, 4SD9
E .. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
DEL NORTE '67 GRADS--DN HOME·
COMING to be held on Nov. 10. Dona•
tions being taken for Queen's . gilt. Sec
RoY Reitli, Doug Champlin, Steve Tl·
tone, Toin Mnrrlngton.

Albuquerque, 320 Wyoming Blvd. S.E., 2504 Broadway S.E.,
Bridge and Isleta, Candelaria and Eclith
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amorous song, ubewitched, bothered, and bewildered," apply to a
UNM Zombie. As time marches
on, the trance-like state becomes
yearly more marked. Perhaps as
the Zombie population increases
administrators will devise trolleys for students' more efficient
perambulation.
As though the Zombie states
were not sufficient, an academic
pressure cooker ha:s been devised
to dispell any glimmering of consciousness. Each conductor of a
class at UNM is required to treat
those taking his course as though
(Continued on page 8)
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8 File Pe
ns
In Senate Race
By WAYNE CIDDIO
McAdams was elected to the
Eight candidates will compete Supervisory Board at the NSA
for four Student Senate seats in Congress in College Park, Md.,
a special election on Monday, this summer. McAdams is one of
Oct. 23, Student Senate Elections ten students from across the naCommi;ttee Chairman Kathleen tion on the Board and is the
I
Rail announced last night at the representative for the Far West
region.
Student Senate meeting .
Candidates are Dan Armstrong,
McAdams plans to visit univerJoAnne Hisey, Marilyn Miller, sities in Denver, Utah, Oregon,
Marla Mortenson, Ross Perkal, Washington, and California, to
Suzanne Ralls, Ray Schowers, exchange ideas and discuss proband Butch Witcher.
lems with student representatives
Voting· will be in the Union from eMh institution.
from 8 a.m. to 5' p.m. Monday.
NSA Coordinator Steve Black
Three voting machines will be set told Senators that his office is
up in the Activities <Jenter.
currently working on student dis-.
Lobby Bill Presented
counts, student travel, and stu~·
The four vacancies were creat- dent government information.
Union Program Directorate, ·are an established
UNM STUDENTS taking a mid-week break
ed
when John Thorson, Phil Kreh- Trips Planned
UNM institution devoted to the fine art of kissing
from studies last night danced to the sound of
biel, Gene Carlson, and Bob Mcoff work, eyeing bods and clothes, and making the
The Frantics, billed as a nationally recognized
Black cited a trip to the 1968
George resigned their posts.· Senall-important contact with members of the opmusical group, at the Wednesday night dance in
Olympic
Games in Mexico City
ators elected Monday will be in and a summer
the Union Ballroom. The dances, sponsored by the
posite sex. (Photo by Pawley).
in Europe as possioffice until December.
ble
projects
to
Senator Ron Curry presented a NSA this year; be undertaken by
• bill calling for the establishment
Legislative Counsel H a r o 1d
of a student lobby at the state
Lavender,
Jr., reported that the
legislature in Santa Fe. The bill
By GREG MaeALEESE
Instead I saw ordinary students was referred to the Steering Com- gross income from Homecoming
hies when I go down there. Then
1967 was $47,000 with approxiwearing button-down shirts and mittee for study.
To most UNM students, the they don't bother me.''
mately $10,000 in expenses.
In
other
Student
Senate
action,
jeans.
A
few
women
were
seen
Union Games Area is a no-man's
I listened carefully to the
An act amending Student Senland.
friendly advice of my two ac- around the pool tables. Most of an act allocating $400 to the Naate
bylaws was referred to the
tional
Student
Association
fund
them
were
near
the
juke
box
in
"I'm afraid to go down there," quaintances and today-in a moa friend of mine said recently. "I ment of rare, raw courage-I des- the Lobo Room, a place designed, for the travel expenses of Nation- Steering Committee, and bills almean, it sounds like a battlefield, cended into that pit of so-called I found out, for people to meet al Supervisory Board member locating $450 for acitvity stickJim McAdams was given a do- ers and $1107.50 to the tete-lec. with the blare of that jukebox and sin. It was not what I e~pected; and eat.
pass
recommendation and refer- ture series at the Alert Center
I
must
have
looked
like
some
the crash of those billiard balls.''
I had imagined that the Games
red
to
President Thorson for ap- were referred to the Finance
country
hick,
standing
by
the
Another said, "The noise I can Area would be a dingy, smokeproval.
Committee.
stairs
gawking,
for
one
of
the
take, those pool players I can't filled 1·oom, replete with men in
men
sitting
by
a
pool
table
got
up
When I go into that place, I can dark, pin-striped suits and bright
feel their stares in my back. I pink shirts: hustlel'S, Beside them, and walked over to .J.lle•.~ •,.
"You
he
aSked'with
think they're estimating the price I envisioned, would be their wo. new her,&?"
.
..,
... ;, ...... :
.. / ·
of my clothes to see whether they men; shady women, wea1ing a grin
~·
Oh no, well, . • • :r.- J)lean Y.l!'9·
should try to entice me into a bright red lipstick and tight
You see, I~ve''never lreen down/'
game. So I wear nothing but gt•ub- skirts.
here befor~."
~·
His ey~s · · seemed to widen;·
Was First to Solo
"Really? That's great ... I mean; ·
too bad. Never. been down her.e
before, huh? Well, lookit, you
look like a pretty''"llipe guy, 1'ni
gonna tell you a few.·thirtirs about
this place, okay?"
·
"Would you really? That would
World-rennowned flamenco gui· strings of his guitar but it is the be awfully kind of you," I said
tarist Cai'los Montoya will per- fire of his imaginative interpreta- happily.
form at the Concert Hall Satur- tions that l'aise his flamenco music
"First of all, do you play any
day night nt 8:15.
to the level of genius," a I'eview -pool? See these. guys over there?
The first flamenco guitarist in. the St. Louis Globe-Democrat The one who'ii'putting that money
ever to dare to display his artis- sa1d.
(Continued on page 8)
tt•y in a solo concert, Montoya
Montoya, unable to read a note
has been hailed by aficionados of music, creates as he plays.
everywhere as one of the truly What he plays are all his own JIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!Ir
great masters of our time.
Mancini-Williams
uMontoya plays his guitar with art·angements and original compositions,
based
on
the
Spanish
Tickets
are now on sale for
head, hands and heart , . . both
gypsy
tradition.
These
arrangethe
Henry
Mancini-Andy Wilhands perform miracels on the
ments never sound the same twice
liams show scheduled for Wed-they always teflect Montoya's
nesday, Nov. 8, at University
Thunderbird
mood.
Arena. Tickets are priced at
$6, $5, and $3 for the public
As Montoya himself says,
The fall issue of the Thunderand
$1 oil in each ~rice class
bird, UNM literary magazine, "Flamenco must come .from the
JIM McADAMS, western regional representative to tlie National
for
students.
They are being
heart.u
will be distt•ibuted today. Students
Student Association Supervisory Board and past ASUNM vice·presi·
sold at the Fine Arts box office,
may pick up a free copy of the
All seats for the concert are
dent, is shown at a Student Senate meeting last night when he
directly
opposite the Concert
magazine at the Union eloak· tesetved. Prices are $3.50 for the
received $400 for travel expenses as a board member. M,cAdams plans
Hall box office in front of the
room by presenting their I.D. orchestra section, $2.50 for the
to visit universities in Denver, Utah, Oregon, Washington, and Cali·
cards. Non-students will be chatg· balcony. Student rates are $2.50 · Fine Arts Certtcr.
tornia. He was elected to the Supervisory Board at the NSA Congress
ed 50 cents.
and $2 respectively.
in
College Park, Md., this summer. (Photo by Pawley),
llllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllf

Games Area Can Fool a Guy
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LOWERS THE AX ON THE

Today one might say ua professor is one who, failing' to develop an original thought, has
been awarded a license to commit
unabashed mayhem on the green
minds of students.''
Surviving the first semester of
college requires a masochistic
counterpart to professorial sadism. A student beyond the freshman level resembles a Zombie.
Did I say resembles? No, he is a
Zombie-one ubrought to a state
of trancelike animation and made
to obey the commands of the person exercising the power."
The words of a once-popular

EXICO

I

TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
mnkes. 20 t>crecnt discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday, E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0GSS.
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Drive In and See!
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and the Cultural Program CommiHee
of Associated Students
Proudly Present

HIGH PRICE OF GASOLINE

SHOWS

EW

\} ''ll \11 o. 2..0

CONCERT HALL

Dames Club

THE COLLEGE INN still hliB liome accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swim•
mlng pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE, PhOne
243-2881.

Students who survive the first
year or two of college without
succumbing to mental derange- ·
ments suddenly develop the impermeability of alligator hide,
often referred to as protective
insulation.
Student insulation is a transparent and precarious callousness
that gives some immunity to the
plague of sarcastic sadism known
as a college instructor. In a previous era a professor was defined
as 11 one who tells young people
how to solve the problems of life
which he himself has avoided by
becoming a professor."

Uv\ ~Q \i\)

Albuquerque, New Mexico

315 San Pedro N.E.

the naval impressment officer's
·effectiveness.
Aside from perpetuating their
jobs and attending to the rituals
of the academic priesthood, college administrators too often view
their function as that of supervising at a respectful distance an
automated sausage-packing plant.
The number of partially stuffed
sausages reaching the end of the
assembly line would be far smaller but for draft deferments and
the need for a college degree to
compete in the labor market.
Even so, the attrition rate is
high.

37'6,"1'6q

LOWEST PRICES IN NEW MEXICO

it."

Kappa chapter of the UNM
Dames Club will meet Thursday,
Oct. 19, at 7:30 .p.m. in room 231C
of the Union. The guest speakr
will be Dr. Rhoads, a member of
the Cancer Society. All wives of
students and faculty members are
invited.

"Life in a Press11re Cooker'' is
the·subject of The Forum, schedllled foF 3 p.m. Thursday in the
Union. Ballroom. Ken Peterson
vice-president of The For11m, dis:
cusse$ the academic, intellectual,
and social pressures and demands
on coUeg& students.
· By KEN PETERSON
It is appropriate to say that
students, like Israel, have many
problems. They weep for their
fallen ·psyches and they lament
their· children's future. The administrators of today's universities make skillfull use of the
salesman's optimistic suavity and

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.

There are more people affiicated
with arthritis than all other
forms of diseases combined. For
the facts, write Facts, P. 0. Box
8022, Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87108. A service of your Arthritis
Foundation.

listen to KUNM
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Jlne ad., 65~-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be subm1tted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Buildin~r, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

The new HONDA TRAIL 90 BIKE ••• Featuring
"PosiTorque". Change from Street Gearing to
Trail Gearing without changing Sprockets or
chains. Simply flip a level and ride away.

U~s Pressure Cooker Turns Out Zombies·

"-

Flamenco Guitarist Carlos Montoya
To Appear in Concert Hall Saturday
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